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                                                                                                            16 January 2019. 

 

Dear Sir or Madam,  

I am excited to be applying for the industrial Pharmacist internship (3 months) at your industry. 

As a young graduate in pharmacy, I am currently pursuing a master's degree in industrial pharmacy 

(triple diploma) at the University of Liège/ Université libre de Bruxelles/ Université catholique de 

Louvain (Belgium). This master gives the qualification to work in all sectors of pharmaceutical industry.    

My academic training has allowed me to develop and deepen my knowledge in the biomedical and 

pharmaceutical fields.  In addition, my various internships at IBI Lorenzini ( a pharmaceutical 

compagny) and in pharmacie have enabled me to participate in the management and smooth running of 

the pharmaceutical business on a daily basis. In particular, i worked in the researh and development 

department where we devevelop orals formulations from bacteries and vegetals cells culture. I was also 

in charge of medecines from reception to storage under appropriate conditions, the registration of 

medical prescriptions and the delivery of medicines under respect of law. 

I am passionate about the pharmaceutical industry and would like to pursue a career in this field. An 

experience at your prestigious institution  would be a key step in my training because it would be part 

of the logical continuation of my university curriculum and would correspond in every aspect to my 

professional aspirations.  

The knowledge acquired during my studies and my trainings, my ability to adapt, my determination, 

my rigour and my team work spirit are assets that will allow me, I hope, to distinguish myself within 

your prestigious establishment which will also contribute to the finalization of my professional project. 

In the hope of meeting you to express my determination, please accept, Sir or Madam the expression of 

my kind regards. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Ghislain Quentin FOZING SONTIA 

Enc. CV 
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